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Preface-

.,During the period covering November, 1977, through May 1978, OE's
Office of Career Education sponsored, through a contract with Inter-America

Research Ass (Vales a series of mini-conferences devoted to-the general topic of

The Concept -of Collaboration-in Career Education. This monograph is one in a

series of OCE monographs ainied at providing a narrative sununary,of ideas and

thoughts gathered from particular community segments itpresented in this

series of mini-crinferences.

Participants in each mini-conference associated with a particular segment of

the broader_ community were selected for OCE and Inter-Americd Research
Associates by the organization itself. Lists of all particijnts whose thoughts

are summarized in this monograph ale presented as /Appendix A of this
monograph. It is important to recognize that, while Participants are properly

thought of as repreteptatives from the particular community segment involved,

they are, in no way, to be thought of as representing that community segment.
That is, each participant Was encouraged to speak only for herself/himself. No

formal organizational or institutional commitment was sought nor should be

inferred from the contents of-this monograph.

In general, each mini-conference involved from 10-15 participants. Each
lasted two days'with the discussion sessions chaired by the Directoi, Office of

Career Education, USOE. Participants in each mini-conference developed their

own agenda through a process that asked them to list topics or issues they
thought pertinent to discuss. Once such alist was developed, participants then

picked those that appealed most to a majority of the participants for extended

discussion. The list of issues and questions, themselves, provide a series of

interesting insights into concerns of participants regarding their organizations

and career education. A complete listing of the issues and concerns raised by

participants in the mini-conference reported, in this monograph appears as

Appendix B. Readers are urged to study this liSif carefully.

Notes for each mini-conference were taken personally by the Director,
Office of Career Education. Based on such notes, the series of monographs of

which this is one has been prepared. The complete notes for each mini-confer-

ence have been compiled by Inter-America: Research Associates and published

as a separate document. Limited copies of this document are available, so long

as the supply lasts, to those requesting them from OE's Office of Career

Education.

No pretense. is made that this monograph represents a comprehensive

treatment of the topic. There is no way that, in only two days of discussion, a
comprehensive coverage could, have been accomplished by the small group of

.4



participants iniolved. This monograph is properly viewed as an attempt to
report, as fully as possible, the discussiont that took place. By and urger, the
contents of this monograph are limited to ideas and thoughts of the
participants- At times, some of my own personal thoughts and opinions aa
interwoven into the discussion, but The-natural temptation to do so has been

AILresisted insofar possible. - ,

Primary expressions of thanks fin this 'Monograph must go to the
participants themselves who donated= two full days of their time, without an
hOnorarium, to sharing their thoughts with me and through: this,MonoffS7Ph,

`,Atli you In addition, special thanks and recognition must be ,eipressed to
Dr William Merrill:, Professor, Soutlieurtlinois ;University-Edwardsville,' who
served as Consultant to,Inter-America Research Associates and assisted me' in
the conduCt of these mini-conferences. Finally; thanks are alio due Dr. Brady
Fletcher and Ms. Odie Esparp of Inter-America-Research Associates for their
expert logistical assistance .,, .>

Kenneth B. Hoyt, Director
Office of Career Education
U.S. Office of Education
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/
NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF BU

CAREER EDUCATION

Introduction and Background

In May, 1978, the National Alliance' of Businessmen
'name officially to the National Alliance of Nosiness (NAB)
of this monograph will recognize. the. social necessity to

NAB) changed its
Hopefully, readers
this change.. It is

freedom of career choice.
certainly welcomed by all of m concerned about reduction 7f sex stereotyping
as a deterrent to full

NAB was officially founded in 1968 as one of.the later efforts associated
with the Wac. on Poverty. Funded jointly through a cont t with the U.S.
Department of Labor coupled with cohtributions of time d personnel from
the private sector, the prime focus of NAB has alivays be on economically
disadvantaged persons youth and adultsin alir society. thin this element
of the population, NAB's purpose has been further narrowed so as to place top
priority on helping economically disadvantaged, persons find jobs and become
productive members of the work force. Whet one thinksi about the prime
reason behind NAB's creation and continued eAistence then, it is essential that
we recognize 'a 'priority concern with training aid job development combined
with helping economically disadvantaged persOns fill such jobs. It was not
started, and does not operate today, primarily as a career education effort.

In more recent years, however, NAB has adopted an additional concern for
a preventive/developmental approach to thelping economically disadvantaged
youth face and solve education/work relationship problems. This has resulted
in a number of standard NAB youth programs to be described in the next
section. Some of these are obviously direct career education efforts while
others are more related,to vocational education.

National NAB headquarters are in Washington, D.C. A very small group of
permanent professional and support personnel work at NAB Headquarters but
the major leadership positions are occupied by extensives on loan from
whatever major industry assumes lesponsibllities for NAB leadership in any
particular year. Each year, a different American industry assumes this role and
provides loaned executives to NAB. Essentially this same arrangement exists at
each of about 130 NAB Metro officits located in major cities across the Nation..
Priorities for NAB, in any given year; are jointly influenced by: (a) priorities of
the U.S. Department of Laborthe major supplier, of operating funds; and (b)
priorities established by the loane,d executives for the year. As a result, specific
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NAB priorities vary from year to year. However, there is always an,overriding
concern for providing jobs, job training, job development, and joB placement
for economically disadvantaged persons with a secondary.priority on NAB
youth programs.

In each NAB Metro office, a patterh similar to that seen at NAB
headquarters operations is in effect: i.e., a very small cadre-of perlanent staff
supplemented by a humber of loaned executives foam the private 'sector %iiho
has accepted NAB responsibilities for the year. MOreover, because df the
pattern of early shifts in leadership personnel, it is inevitable that specific NAB
emphases will evidence considerable variation from year to year.

Considerable flexibility exists within any given NAB Metro Office. Career
education personnel from school systems located in communities,having a NAB
Metro office who desire to involve NAB in a coordinated community career
educatiOn effort must obviously seek to influence operations at the local level.
As attempts are made to do so, it will be essential that the NAB priorities and
basic organizational structure be kept clearly in mind. With this background,
we turn now to a description of the standard NAB youth programs now in
existence. t

Standard NAB Youth PrOgrams

Over the yearS. NAB Headquarters has devised and fostered the implementa-
tion of a number of standards NAB youth programs. Few NAB Metro centers
will be found where all these youth programs are in active operation at a singe
point in time.

Perhaps the NAB youth program most commonly seen is the Summei Jobs
for Needy Youth Program. NAB Metro offices are typically seen to be involved
in this effort aimed at providing fulltime summer jobs to economic*
disadvantaged youth in the private sector. NAB officials are actively involved
both in encoillraging the private sector to provide such jobs. An essential part of
this effort involves seeking the active assistance of the schoOl system's career ,
education personneland particularly the assistance of school counselors -in
identifying, eligible youth and encouraging them to participate in this effort.
The major goal of thiS program can be seen to advide needed income and jobs
to economically disadvantaged high school age y uth.

A second NAB youth program is 'known as the Youth Motivation Task
Force (YMTF). This program is designed to bring successful young persons
who come from economically disadvantaged backgrounds and are now
employed in the private sector together with economically disadvantaged high
school youth for purposes of serving as role models, answering questions

2
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related to career decisions, and to motivate such youth toward raising.their
occupational aspiration levels. This program, begun prior to the time career
education became a popular concept. in American 'Education, is obviously a
very direct careeveducation implementation effort. That is, it is not the kind
of program that costs a great deal of money and so is not necessarily dependent

on the local NAB Metro office receiving substantial funds from NAB
Headquarters.

A third major -NAB youth program is known as the Career Guidance

Institute (CGI) program. Originally aimecLexclusively at high school counselors

and designed to help such counselors better meet" the career guidance needs of
economically disadvantaged youth., the CGI effort has expanded in recent years
in whys that make it much more truly a career education inservice institute for
educational personnel at the K-12 level. Whereas, in the. beginning, only school

counselors were eligible to be CCJ participants, it is now common practke to
recruit teams of educators from a-local school systemincluding teachers ande
administrators as well as counselorsas participants in a given CGI. The CGI is

typically conducted under contract with a local institution of higher eduCation,

a local school district, or a private non-profit corporation working coopera-
tively with a NAB Metro office. The CGI consists of a combination of didactic

instruction coupled with field trips involving a variety of "hands on"
experiences to various business/industry settings' in t e area surrounding the

college or university responsible for actual conduct of e CGI. A great deal of
CGI on- campus time is devoted to helping members om each time, devise

career education learning packages and career edu tion implementation
.strategies to be applied back in thei& school following the CGf experience.

Actual followup back in school settings during the academic year are seen as
the responsibility of the CC! institute director, not thd responsibility of a NAB

Metro office. Literally hundreds of' secondary school educators receive
e education in career education each year through the CGI experience.
GIs are conducted during the Summer months and others during the

ar.

An equally I essive NAB career education effort is -represented by the
VEP Program"Vocational Exploration In the Private Sector." Funded

through Title III CETA funds, the VEP program is conducted in several
metropolitan areas jointly by NAB and by the Hiiman Resources Development
Institute (HRDI) of the AFL /CIO. This special youth program is aimed

specifically at providing economically disadvantaged with primarily Summer

career exploration opportunitieS'in the private sector under conditions where
they can be paid the minimum wage- for their involvement. Under the VEP

program, such youth are exposed to a wide variety of Possible career chRiCes,
to the basic workings of the private enterprise system, and to basic informalion--



- regarding organized labor. Its primary purpose is simply career exploration
i.e., it concentrates neither on "jobs" nor on "training" but rather on helping
youth in the career decisionmaking process. There is absolutely nothing in the
YEP program that does not fit neatly within the conceptual frarn. ework of the
career education concept. Three -special new priorities on VEP have recently
been .' established: (a) handicapped youth (b) juvenile offenders and (c)
non-traditional

Two other NAB youth programs deserve brief mention. One is the Guided
Opportunities for Life Decisions (GOLD) program which is essentially a- form
of cooperative work experience for economically disadvantaged high school age
youth. Thy second is the- NAB College Cluster program aimed primarily at
helping ecteges servinF41,rimarily minority yOuth bettei blend the liberal arts
with pro.fession specializatiorr offerings that will improve ability of graduates
rom such instiliitions to enter and successfully compete in the labor market.

Both hold high potential for providing valuable assistance to economically
disadvantaged ynueR. The NAB College Cluster plegram, in particular, is one
that should be rapidly revived provided efforts to hplement career education
at the College/university level continue to increase at their current rapid rate.

We turn nowt more specific examples of NAB involvement with local
career education efforts. Some of these represent operational examples of the
kinds of NAB youth programs described here. Others represent local variations
derived from one or mole of these standard programs. Still others represent
initiatives of local NAB Metro Boards/that are unrelated to the standard NAB
youth programs.

Jr*

NAB Collaboration In Career Education: Specific Local Examples

VIPS Programs; Houston, Texas. The Houston Independent School System,
working collaboratively with the Houston NAB Metro, has established the Vol-
unteers In Public Schools (VIPS) program. As part of this effort, the-HISD has
established and operates a computerized system fopcataloguing and accessing
the names of over 800 community volunteers from the private sector. The NAB
Metro office played a key role in identifying and recruiting the 800 private sec-
tor representativts inclYded in tiiis computerized system: Such persons are
equipped to come into schools and talk with students about topics as: (a) their
occupations; (b) the free enterprise system; and (c) living history models. The
VIP volunteer, under this system, can specify both the topic(s) she/he is wiping
to speak about and the grade lev Is/kinds of students she/he is willing to meet
with. Without the active invo ement of NAB, it is doubtful if this
comprehensivelist of key community volunteers could have been identified, let
alone recruited, through the efforts of the HISD alone.
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The--ngor OPerational problem facing the VIPS program at the present time
is that it is being underutilized by teachers in the Houston Independent School
District. A practical problem that must be solved relates to the extent to which
the NAB Metro Board has an interest and/or feels a responsibility for
contributing to solving this problem. To do so would be to involve NXB

_persons in career education inserVice effoits over and beyond their current
activities cohcerned with CGIS.

VIS System; Cleveland, Ohio. The Vocational Information System (VIS)
represents a joint effort involving the Cleveland NAB Metro and the Cleveland
Welfare to establish and operate ...a computerized system containing
10,000-20,000 job descriptions of occupations existing in the Greater
Cleveland area along with the names and address4of companies who employ
persons in these occupations". In addition, the VIS system will contain 1,000
audiocassettes of adult employed 'workers talking about their occupations.
Eventually, it is hoped that the VIS system will also include data regarding.
educational requirements essential fOr gaining entry into specific occupations.

o.

The. VIS system is to operate on a "hot line" basis wherepyany community
member (including educators, of course) can call in and request specific data at
any time. A special part of the VIS system contains a listing of resource

-persons from the private sector, plant sites open to career education tours, etc.
that will be made available to educators engaged in career -education. It is
funded through Title III CETA funds. The role of the NAB Metro in this
operation was to develop the proposal, assist in getting ik funded through
QETAeand soliciting private sector resources to be included in'the V1S.system.
Obviously, while the VIS system was estaplished neither solely for the purpose
of school based career education efforts nor with the assistance of educators, it
operates as a very valuable implementation vehicle for career education in
Cleveland./

BEEP Program;los Angeles, California. The Los Angeles NAB Metro was
influential in enctiraging establishment of the Business/Education/EgZhange/
Program (BEEP) in the Greater Los Angeles area. Sponsored -jointly by
individual businesses and the Los Angeles Unified School Di-Strict (who pays
for the teacher released time involved) this is a low cost program that invollies
about 240 teachers for 3-6 days per semester of exchange with personnel from
the private sector. Educators go out into the private enterprise system and
persons froth the private sector take their places in classrooms. In addition. the
Los Angeles NAB Metro has been influential in arranging a program involving
the hiring of teachers by 4arivate business during the Summer months tinder
arrangements which, when combined with sethinars, allows teachers to earn
academic credit for such experiences.
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Program; Santa Barbara, California. The Santa Barbara Nfil3 Metro
otTiCe has served as a resource to help riid and recruit persons from the private
sector to participate in the Community Involvement In Educatiori (CITE)
Program sponsored by the Santa Barbara Public Schools. Because-fhe
coor ttatbr. for this program was employed 117- the school system, it was
re d that educators were more willing to use the community resource
persons identified by NAB for this effort. As with several of the oirierivcal
examples presented, this was not one either started or "owned" by NAB. At
the same time, it represents a career education effort whose success was
obviously enhanced greatly due to the active involvement and collaboration of
the local NAB Metro Office.

NAB. BEL System; (5 cities). Each NAB Metro theoretically has established
and operates an Industry/Education Committee charged with responsibility for
working with school systems in implementing various NAB youth programs.
Some of these are very active and others almost nonexistent. In five NAB
Metros (including Santa Barbara, California; Augusta, Georgia; Houston, Texas;
and Minneapolis, Minn.) a formal Busiitess/Education Liaison Program (BEL)
has been formed. Funded'by NAB Vdquarters, the 5 BEL efforts operate-as a
part of the generic set of Community Education/Work Councils established
with DOL funds by the National Manpower Institute. The BEL system
represents a marked extension of die. operation of only a standard NAB
Industry/Education Committee in that it ttempts to serve as the coordinating
body for all community efforts relat to education/work relationship
problems faced by community members Under the BEL system, the local
NAB Metro serves a "middleman/brok nction between the private
enterprise system-and the education syste in the community charged with
responsibility for implementing the concept of collaboration in a number of
areas including career education, vocational education, and ailult/yontinuing/
recurrent education.

Whether or riot the "middleman/broker" model is the appropriate one for
use and, additionally, whether or not this.is a Rtoper role for NAB Metrosto
play remain open to question. NAB Headquarters has funded BEL efforts in
only five of approximately 135 NAB Metro Centers and has-been observing
their efforts carefully., The question remains whether or not this represents a
good and appropriate expenditure ot'NAB funds. Answers kythis questionwill
obviously depend on priorities of the U.S. Departibenvof Labor, opinions of__
NAB national leaders, and receptivity on the part of eucation systems. With
current proposed revisions of the YEDPA portion of the CETA legislation
calling for creation and operation of Industry/Job Councils in every conunu-.
nity,.the BEL system certainly holds potential for use and/or adaptation for
use in this kind of effort. Many school systems, laced with the necessity of



butiding,cotnmunity collaborative career education efforts, may also feel that

the NABIIEX gystetn represtactian appippriaie route for their) to take. -

Eiamples of the CGI lit Action. The NAB CG{ effort must be recognized as

one that provides at least two general kinds of benefits to the NAB mission

over and- beyond the' (Anions- hel it extends to career education: (a) it could be

an effective means of motivating tompanies in the NAB Metro area to

support the Local NAB Metro becau of the opportunities it offers them to
interact with edutators during the CGI operation; and (b) it could be an
_effective way of motivating eduCation personnel to identify and to NAB
inichool econornically'disadvantaged youth who are eligible partiCipants in

one' or more of tlj NAB yoUth progrips. Such"adVantages sfiould be, kept

clearly inInin71 as we look, now at isolated exampleseof Cql,praclices reported

by patticipants in the NAB miniconference.-. .

One gjoal aol-the CGI is to acquaint educators with ihe"*.sys in which the
private enterprise system operates. This has been done, for example, by start g

with a "pink slip" exercise where the CGI participants are told they have just

been "fired." They are then asked the question "what will you now do to
make a hying?" and are thus encouraged to go through the patterns oforeer
exploration and career deciaionmaking that youth must go tbrough

times. In the prOcess, they learn a very great deal about the private enterprise

system:

.
A second goal of the CGI is to acquaint educators with NABits nature and

its mission. Ample opportunity is providia during class session's for NAB
representatives to do so. This is a very helpful way of getting NAB "in the

door" in inany school iystems where, without the CGI .orientation, problems

might have been.encounte red. '

'The most basic goal of the CGI, as it has involved in recent years,"is one: of

providing direct experiences, to yarticipants, along with appropriate follow

. through in implementing Career education efforts Within the education system.

The CGI makes 'several contributions-,to this including: (a) providing -the
education system with' dont*" persons in the pdvaie sector withourw

' -help the school system's-career education efforts won't work; (b) providing
CGI' participants with tinie and assistanCe:kluring the CGI to develop. some
specific career education lesson -m,aterials for use during the:next *11°01' yfar;

and (c) assisting CGI "grads" in theIr efforts, during the school year, to interest

and involve, other faculty members in career education. The followup contacts

between the CGI faculty person (typically from a local college /university

setting) and the NAB "grads" is seen as a crucial part of the 'total NAB
experience and as a means for use by NAB itself in:evaluating the effeCtiveness

and the effect of the CGI effort.

°
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NAB, YEDPA, and Career Education

The*Youth Employmetit monstration Program Act of 1977 (YEDPA. ,

holds many potential implications both for the youth priority of NAB and for'
career education. 'Suck implications arise from a combination of facts
including: (a) all thiee of these efforts concern themselves with, helping youth
solve education/work relatifmship problems that-they face; (b) NAB has had a-.

fromcontinuing history., from its inception; of working closely with DOL prime.
sponsors; and (c), Mei YEDPA legislation calls for LEA /prime sp-onsor
agreeMents. While, of course, it is much too early. to -see the complete

-
ramification possitzle, two' extreme examples were prgsented by. miniconference
participants that, may `help serve to illustrate both ttii5L' problem and 'the
potential of moving toward closer NAB/YEDPA/education relationships.

' '
,,One concrete example is found in Denver, toloiado. There, the local IkiAB

.Metro office becafne aware of' the Youth ;Incentive Entitlement .Program.
YIEP) portion of YEDPA through.-thfiMayor's office. As a result, NAB was

instmmental in developing a YIEP proposal which eventually resulted in a
$11.0 million dollar YIEP grant to the City of Denver Whq-clected to operat.

° YIEP, through the Denver Manpower Administrationi.e., CETA prime
sponsor. The Denver Manpower Administration, in turn, subcontracted to
portions of both the ublic sector and the private sector for actual YIEP
operations. The private sector subcontractor was the Denver NAB Metro. Of a
total of 4,000 YIEP youth, 2,000 'are, assigned work experience slots in the
Public sector and 2,000 in the private sector. Approximately tWo-thirds of the
YIEP youth are in school and about one-third putt-of-school. The Denver Metro
NAB office is working closely with the Denver public schools to identify those
in-school youth who will be assigned YIEP functions in the private sector. Were
it not for good working relationships currently existing between the Denver
Public Schools and, the Denver NAB Metro, it is unlikely that the Denver NAB
Meat) could carry out its responsibilities under the YIEP subcontract. By work-
ing with the Denver Public Schools, even better NAB/education system relation-
ships are being biflt.

At the other extreme, we find Cleveland, Ohio. There, as part of the
nego/iatkins involved in arriving at ani LEA/prime sppnsor agreement for the
Youth Employment` Training Progratn (YETP) portion of YEDPA, the
Cleveland NAB Metro was asked only to write a letter of endorsement for-
proposals .developed by the school system. Other than this, the Cleveland NAB
Metro was not asked to assuine any direct, active role in carrying out the
LEA/pi-rife sponsor agreement. To ignore the local NAB Metro in such an
agreement is to run the risk of damaging, rather than building on, current
NAB/prime spOnsor and. NAB /education relationships that have been previ-
ously built.



©f cOurse,,YIEP and YETP are two completely different portions of the

YEDPA legislation thusGaking a direct comparison between the Denver and
theCleY6and experiences impossible. In spite of this, the general principle of
seeking the joint involvement of' CETA prime. spirinsors, NAB Metro offices,

and education systems in implementing those portions ofYEDPA that call for
youth experiences in the- private sector are ohvious. It is hoped that calling

attention to this situation here will be helpful. .

Prpblems To Be Solved In NAB/Career Education Relationships

Participants in Ike NAB mirilcoaference seemed convinced fhat strong and
direct relationships, exist betwee the goals of careerreducation and those
embodied in the youth prio7 y or NAB. They appeared to be equally
confident that the mere pfesen of4treh relationskiN will, in no way,,assu.re
better coordination of NAB activities with those of career education. If
progress is to be made, several problems identified by participants in t s

miniconference will have to be faced and solved. Here,the most common f
these problems will be identified.

Problem I: The Need For Mutual Understandink:c While NAB areer
education relationships were clear to participants in the NAB miniconference,
most felt this is not generally true across the Nation. They saw an equally great
need for career education personnel in educational settings to learn more about
NAB and for NAB personnel to learn more about the nature and operations of
the career education effort. To help solve this problem, several suggestions
were 'made including: (a) exchange lists of State Coordinators of Career
Education and OCE Project Directors with lists of NAB Metro offices; (b)
encourage one NAB Metro person on the advisory board for every State
Plan for career education in each State Department of Education in the
Nation; (c) publish, through either NAB Headquarters or through ME, a
periodic summary of examples of "success stories" describing how local school
career education efforts are interacting effectively with local NAB Metro
offices; ,(4) encourage career education sessions at meetings of NAB Metro
officials dnd NAB sessions at State and local career education workshops; and

(e) encourage a meeting between OE's Commissioner of-Education and the

NAB Board of Directors. Participants felt strongly that some combination or
all of .these suggestions should be followed. Career education personnel in
school settings do not uncipatand enough about NAB and NAB personnel do

not understand enough about career education.

Problem 2: The Need For Greater Acceptance Of Career Education By
Educators. While participants clearly saw relationships between NAB goals and

the goals of career education, they appeared convinced that the 'goals of career
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, education have not yet been broadly accepted by the educational community.
. Further, they were able to' back up this contention by providing ntimerous

examples of difficulties CGI "grads" who were having difficulty convincing
other teachers to engage in career eduction activities at the building level.
They felt NAB could best contribute to solving his problem through such
activities as: (a) increasing the NAB emphasis on CGI institutes; (b) org izinga

a special form of the, °Youth Motivation Task Force (YMTF) that wou :b,e .

charged with .speaking about the need for ,cateer education to parent-teacher
association meetings; and (c).joihing. force,Siivith other community "pressure
points" to. convince local boards of education and school administrators to em-
trace and implyient the career education:voncept. To whatever extent tll
goals of NAB and the goals of career education overlap, it is in the best interests ,
of-NAB to promote adoption of career' education' goalsoo the part of- rofes-

.
sional educators. Participants felt there is a very long way to go before t is can
Be said to, be accomplished.

-

.

-Problem-3: The Need For Coordination of Cbmmunity Collaborative Career .

Education, Efforts. Participants recogiir/el.. and endbrsed the concept that
career education is an effort that requires the active involvement and
participation of education systems interacting with many segments of the
broader community. They simtiltaneously recognized that the typical NAB
Metro office is bui one of several such community segments. Others recognized
and discussed by participants included Junior Achievement, the Chamber of
Commerce, and CETA prime sponsors. The *need for some way to coordinate
these, as well as other, community segments interested in helping youth solve
education/work relationship problems in a joint collaborative effort with the
education system was apparent. Participants felt strongly that the current NAB
Business/Education/Liaison (BEL) program now being demonstrated in five
NAI3 Metro centers is one viable, solution to this problem that shniild be
considered. They saw the major operational problems as being: (a) the BEL
system is not being installed by NAB Headquarters in all 135 NAB Metro
offices as a matter of NAB policy; and (b) verys, few career education perSonnel
from eduCation are knowledgeable regarding the BEL system. They saw the
primary solution as one of encouraging more career education personnel from
education to visit current BEL cities to see the Bri, system in action. They
seemed convinced that, if this were done, many education systems would Opt
for ti lt BEL 'system as an effective mechanism foi use as a community career
education action council.

a Problem 4: The Need For Clarification Of Thy NAB Youth Priority. It is
vary apparent that tic orris "unemployed adults and "jobs" are Much more
"hot buttons" for TAB policymakers than are words such as "youth" and
"career development," It is equa y parent that NAB has had "youth" as one
of its priorities for ,several years: Ilbviously, the extent to which effective
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relationships can and will be developed between NAB ands areer eddcation is

directly dependent on the extent to kviiich "youth" is an important priority tb
NAB policy makers at the nationaVievel. This, in turn, will be dependent on
the priorities of NAB's major funding agency the, U_$_. Departm,cr ititpbor
and the' priorities of those loaned executives to NAB from the ,major
corpora on responsible for NAB in any gimp year. Participants viewed the
recent new high priotity on youth seen in the YEDPA portion of the CETA
lectdslation as a ,clear indication that youth are becoming a much higher priority
on the Part of the U.S. Department of Labors,,They felt that one of the best
ways ,a higher youth priority in $I \3 could be established would be through
'greaterNAB involvement in the YEDPA legislation. Since education systen
are also involved .in the YEDPA legislation, participants saw this is a natural
vehicle for increasing NAB/career education interaction. Particular potential
was seen here depending on the extent tojvhich NAB'is to be a potent force in
the private sector involvement portions of YEDPA.

^1

Problem 'The Need..Yor A Communitywide NAB. Youth Effort. NAB
participants felt it important to emphasize, that the words "youth" and
"education" are slot at 'all the sarhe in terms of the NAB mission. A 'significant
part of the NAB youth effort has been, and must continue to be, heavy
involveMent with community based organizations (CBOs) interested in youth
education/work relationship problems. There is no way this C4B0 emphasis can
be reduced in favbr of greater involvement of NAB with educators interested in
implementing career egucation. Participants saw the prime vehicle that should
be used in solving this problem as one ok encouraging educators to increase
their own working relationships with CBOs. The CBOs and the education
system should not be thought of as competitors for closer involvement with t,

NAB. Instead, NAB, CBOs, and the education system must find ways of joining
forces in a coordinated, collaborative effort to assist youth in interacting with
the private sector. The extent to which the education system is willing to work
with CBOs was seen by some participants as a significant factor that will
determine the closeness with which NAB personnel and educators can work
together.

"What Dreams and Aspirations of Participants

The preceding section has highlighted some practical problems along ifith a
set of practical suIxested solutions for closer NAB/career education working
relationships. it has been purposefully separated from this section which seeks
to summarize some of the hopes and aspirations expressed, at various times
during the two day miniconference, by one or more of the participants. They
are lisitcl and discussed here in terms of a number of "what if?" questions. As a
set of possibilities, rather than practical probabilities, it is obvious that none of
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them have, much hope of

'presented here under an
idealistic. After all; ionr,
practice!

iL"What if local K-I2 school systems start 'receiving career education
implementation funds under proVilion of P.L. 95-207 and elect to use some of
those funds in establishing closer working relationships with NAB Metro
offices? No participant suggested using either LEA "career Qducation 'funds to
support a local NAB Metro or using NAB Meta) funds to support ,a school
system's career education effort. Sqvbral ,did suggest, however, that a
.co-mingling oftoth LEA tareerl,educ,ation implementatitTh thbse
available to the NAB Metrb office mighttresult in a`,more effeefive coordinated
effort:than keeping these as separate. entities. It-was recognized, that the basic
essence of good_NAB/school systen working relaKiships is effort, not dollars.
At the same time, it was recognized that some things we would like to do cost
money. There is nothing in' the P.L. 95-207 law ,itself that would prevent this
idea from'becoming reality.

"What it." the current large increase in youth activities on the part of DOL
were to be reflected in terms of a higher .priority of youth by NAB? Given
sufficient -DOL funds under YEDPA and/or .other parts of the' CETA
legislation, NAB could obviously expand some of its most directly career
education-related activities. One such expansion could occur With reference to
the CGI prograirt An expanded CGI, emphasis, coupled with systematic
involvement of CETA 'prime sponsor personnel along with educators in the
CGI, could prove a very helpful vehicle for use in devising bettv LEA/prime
sponsor agreements as called cfor in the YETP portion of the YEDPA
legislation. The past experieute and proven "track record" of NAB in
conducting CGIs makes dris an idea worth considoring. Similarly, the VEP
program of NAB could, given sufficient nel,DOL dollars, be greatly expanded
to include both a more comprehensive coverage of economically disadvantaged
in-school youth and, Conceivably, some non-disadvantaged youth as well.-Th
VEP model has been demonstrated to be an excellent one for use in career
exploration. It has not, to, dat6: reached many youthdisadvantaged or
otherwise. With DOL's current concern for greater involvement of the private
sector ?h' YEDPA. in particular and 'CETA in general, consideration of
substantial expansion Of the,,NAB VEp,model is viewed as yet another idea
worth cdnsideration. For either the CGI or the VEPS emphasis to indease, the
54.1. th priority of NAWN/ould- have to be moved up higher among the several

11"pVities.it is pot-,impossible td consider.

Ntort wyre to be changed sb that (a) participating
scho tal421,;

tS

Tao, n'a--half the costs and (b) CGI follow through efforts
,?

becorni, 7 reality at the present time. They
Ptica that, at times, it is very p

)f idealiim are occasionally trap
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du[ing the school year following the CGI instit
the business/labor/community who participated
instructional staff members from college/u
would allow an immediate'doubling 1p hum
cost tofrB. Further, the opportupity fo
dustry,. ommunity to participte in foil
settings'Inay be a positive motivator
effort Finally, this arrangement ma
really need. in order to (a) implemen
experience; and (b) interest more

Concluding Remarks

The National Allianc of Business represents a potential community
resource for use in care% education with a Proven recold of accomplishment

and commitment. Seyeral of th NAl3 yOuth programs would be davit, if
not impossible, to(distinguish m what could be describckl as basicplements

in the implementation of ca r education. Several NAB Metro offices are
already deeply involved in con munity career education efforts. It is hoped that

were to i volve members of
n the CGI a well as the CGI

ersity settin ? Such changes
er of CG1 inst tutes at no added).

members of the'business/labor/in-
-throt4 activities in actual school

or more usinesses to join the NAB
provide the kind of help CGI "grads"

some of the ideas gained through the CGI
their fellow educators in career education.

others may be encouraged to do so.

The NAB youth priority, when converted into practice, holds great positive

potential for career education. In the firSt place, NAB itself has adopted a
national policy affirming its desire to work collabocatively with the educatiqp

system. In the second place, the NAB structure involVes in -place effective

. working relationships' with several community segments vital to career
education including: (a) local businesses and industries; (b) organized laborat

the community level; (c) CETA prime sponsors, and (d) community based

organizations 'committed to helping youth solve education/work relationship
problems. The available "NAB network" is a most valuable commodity and

one sorely needed by education systems interested in / implementing career

education.

It appear's obvious that it will be unrealistic for educator to expect that the

NAB youth priority will, in the foreseeable future, rise in stature to the point

where it becomes the top priority of NAB. However, it seems equally obvious

that the NAB .outif priority, which emphasizes a developmental/preventive,

rather than a r medial, approach to education/work relationship problems in

our society, is one that should become increasingly attractive to the private

sector. It can only be, hoped that, as this occurs,- closer, relationships with

education's car er education efforts will also take place.
,
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True, with only about 130 NAB Metro offices existing across the Nation,
tJiere are many K-I2 school districts in existence who will have great difficulty
making contact, let alone working with, the NABMetro offices. It is true
that the NAB Metro offices now in existence cover a geographic area that
includes many more K -12 schooldistrictsp9t.are represented 6y simtily the
number of NAB Metro offices. A good many of these school districts have
begun some kind of career education effort. There appear to tie none whose
career education effora could- not tie substantially improved if good working
relationships are established and maintained with their local NAB Metro office.

Whether a particular activity in a given community is-referred to Or thought
of as a "NAB activity" or as a -"career education activity" is an-unimportanl
semantic question. By'whatever name it is called, that activity will hopefuy be
one aimed at helping youth better solve 'some ogOthe education/work
relationshie problems they currently face. The terms are not important. The
actions are.

14
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APPENDIX B

Issues Raised-by Participants

1. Lack of money in Education to implement career education.

.
2. Lack of background of educators to work on career education.

3. La& of involvenleneof higher edulation in education/work'relationsIfi

4. Hdw-to sell corporations on-NAB program?

How to combine selfish interest of employer; with community int 'rests?

6. Where sho
4

ocus of motivators be?

7. Diversity in naturaof the problem and opportunity-from afiltent to poverty.

8. How to maintain a sustaining effort in NAB career education efforts?

9. How do we establish better coriimunicatipr i with educators and with the B /L /1
community with reference to community resources for career education? ,.

10, Developing and exclloiting available resources for teachers to use.

,11. How to coci4nate community career education efforts?' le
.. c ..,

12. What is the optimum community size for collaboration?

13. What personality types best make collaboration happen?

14. What are optimal institutional arrangements for collaboration?

15. How to get upward and lateral communication for collaborative efforts?

-16. Kr to tic local NAB efforts with NAB national?

17. How to get educators to participate in summer NAB programs-especially teachers?

18. How do NAB career guidance institutes relate to counselor education?

19. How to get counselors more involved in career guidance?

20. How to move school boards to improve the school, system when children of
community; leaders are in private, rather than public; schools?

1. How to institutionalize career guidance institutes and make than become a total
community effort with NAB out of the action?

22. How to make collaboration move beyond good intentions to effective efforts?

.%
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23. How to get educatoys to use program rrCteriafs oncebusiness ommunity has -

developed thorn?

24. How to keep interests of top business leaders wisile depending on the actidns of'the
"gezfers."

25. How to make YIEP -DOL effort work?

A

. .

26. How can "collaboriftion" mean a joint contribution of 11/L/.1 and Edueatiol rather
than B/L71 a)ohe? `, l t

. . - a
I I

: 4 e I
27. How'can small business get more ihvolveci in cljnitnunity collaborative efforts?

r- ' v.
,

28. How can school systems' overcome -jime' cOnitraintsThs ,planning and carrying out
communksiollaborative efforts?

it
29. What is the appromiate,lo'ng run time lines for community collaborative efforts?

t , .. - 1 Y 4 N ". '%.. ' '
.

I

30. Ciiirifit4fion oft goalsk-what is the ptirpose of NAB career gulltirlisainstitutes. .
specifically and communitS, collaboiative'efforts ingeneral? '

.
0 _ .

31,. Turfsmanshill problemsrelationships between counselors and teaching-facultyhow
can the business community most effectively overcome this? .. *r

,. .'

32. How to involve private as well as public schools in community collaborative efforts?

33. Stereotype problemsedUcators vs. businessmenimages they have of each other.

'34. How to get informatioX sygeins built, retained,' and shared with the broader
community as well as with educators?

35. How to avoid overuse of business leaders in ails and community collaborative
efforts?

36. I-Ickw to translate philosophical support into effective action (a) in terms of classroom
tealthers: and (b) in terms of business coming,to schools?

37. How do the politics of education itiiluence community collaborative efforts?

38. How to deal mdsreffectively,with out -of- school youth?

39'. How to best use media to educate the community to collaborative efforts?

40. How can commurkity collaborative efforts reach those parts of'Education where youth
- most in need of help attend?

41. How to help ghetto youth face reality while keeping options as broad as possible?

42. Where should the perpetuating center for career education be located?

43. Lack- of information that snook should have about the futtire nature of the B/Ill
community.
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11.

44. How to convince education to move beiund thei,r own resources toward greater use
of cOmmunIty resources in providing echicaanal oppOrtunities to youth?

5 .
45. Howzcan schools move toward.change when lheir'most pressing immedipte.problem is,

lilitlaple survival?
r

46. How to relate YETP of P.L. 95-93 to existing,commimi,6 collaborative efforts
the school system is viewed as, one of tlVsi "community competitors." ,

How can CGI's make a significant change in Education wtfen it is sitaTh small financial
effort?

48, How C'an the businesis community "became a a wiled effurfor-co Haboratign?
) ... '

, 49. How to get commonly share inservice for eddcaioirs with 161./141 personnel in the same
i.. room at:thesanie time? ',)

.. , J --------
,

--;

50. Where is-the "glue? for a trite community collabbrative esf fort? .1,

I. How ,can 'NAB eft,lively influenie...4ligtributiop of YEDPA'fAds-so that thEybere
bettei utilized? -ND

. \ ,

51. How to sell community collaborative efforts in ways that show each element of the
community "what's in it for me?" 0

* d01

53. How to help schools gain accoks to.the Wide variety of community agencies involved
iD career education efforts?

54. How to get commitment from the tap fit' Education, i.e., business will get involved if
they have this level of -commitment? ,
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